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Abstract: Elderly’s health is closely related to their level of social activity. Main-
taining an active social life contributes to peoples’ ability to live at home longer and
enjoy an active and healthy life. Yet, as age progresses maintaining and expanding a
social network can be challenging. The work presented here demonstrates a design
and implementation of a social network system for elderly, including a recommender
system, which will recommend relevant cultural and social events, and friends and
acquaintances to enjoy these events with.

1 Introduction

The expected development in demographics in the western world, ". . . can be characterized
as a gradual shift from a society with quantitatively dominant younger cohorts to a society
in which the elderly form a solid majority” [Mue07, p. 5]. The current projected scenario
estimates that the median age of the population in the European Union will have risen to
48 years, up from 38.5 in 2005. The ratio between the older and the younger population is
expected to change from 100 people in the working age range 15–65 to 25 people of age
65 and up in 2005 towards 100 younger people to 51 older in 2050.

Gaymu et al. examine issues of care needs of dependent older adults for nine European
countries based on projections for future development until 2030 [GEB07]. They expect
that the proportion in the ageing population requiring professional care will grow slower
than those with at least the potential of being supported by family. These trends will make
the need for children to care for their parents more pronounced. Consolvo et al. classify
caretakers based on the impact that carers allow care giving to have on their own lives: the
drastic life changer will often sacrifice career or hobbies, the significant contributor will
see a profound impact, but with his own life still in focus, and the peripherally involved
will provide sporadic care [CRS04].
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The field ambient assisted living attempts to counter this fast growing need for care person-
nel by augmenting the living environment with computerised artefact enabling elderly to
live healthy and good life at home. Ambient assisted living applications range from smart
home scenarios (see e.g. [SML+09]) to mobile wellness applications (see e.g. [TH07]).
Recently, there has been a growing interest in stimulating social connections.

Living alone and isolated is a common problem among the elderly part of the population,
in particular in the western world [DW96, RP03]. Tackling this isolation and loneliness
among elderly is increasingly being recognised as an important aspect of improving el-
derly’s wellbeing and health. Loneliness is often associated with being disconnected from
society, lacking social relations, such as ". . . nobody asking for me and nobody to ask
for. . . ", and not being appreciated [HK10].

Preventing social isolation and maintaining elderly’s health and functional capabilities are
critical premises for realising the ageing-at-home vision. While social media can play
a key role in helping people feel connected to the outside world, conventional solutions
are typically not designed to cater for the elderly population. Solutions such as Facebook
or Google+ are designed without the specific focus that is required when working with
elderly. Thus, only certain types of individuals might benefit from these types of services
[MFM08].

The work presented here describes the development of a personalised mobile social rec-
ommender system to help promote active living among elderly, both in a physical and
social sense. The Social Network for Elderly (SNE) system focuses on developing a sys-
tem specifically for the elderly population. SNE will inform the elderly about various
events and engage them in joining social activities through smart phones. The system was
designed and implemented as a student project as part of a project course for 4th year
engineering students in the cooperation with the ongoing AAL project co-living1.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the design and imple-
mentation of SNE along with some of the design considerations; Section 3 details the
functional testing, the limited acceptance tests carried out and the preliminary results ob-
tained; Finally, Section 4 ends the paper with a summary, a brief overview of ongoing
testing and and outlook on future work.

2 System Design and Implementation

The SNE system is based on the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) principle. The
architecture consists of three main parts: the content provider, in this case the municipality;
the end-users, who are primarily using an Android client; and the SNE server (see Figure:
1). The SNE server consists of the content data base, the user data base, the user model,
the social graph and at the core the recommender.

The content provider’s interface is a straight forward web-interface that allows users to add
events along with classification information, such as the type of event, when and where,

1http://www.project-coliving.eu/
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Figure 1: SNE architecture

and price. The content and the user data bases are persistent storages for content and user
information, respectively. These parts are more or less run-of-the-mill implementations
and will not be detailed further. The remaining parts of this section will describe the user
and event modelling, how this is used in the recommender; the social graph and its affect
on the system and the end-user application and interface.

2.1 User and Event Modelling

When choosing a specific way of modelling users for adaptive systems some consider-
ations as to the nature of the users and system in question are required. The three most
important aspects to consider are: i) if users are homogenous or heterogeneous; ii) whether
users are permanent or not; and iii) if their interests are persistent [Lie95].

When working in domains where users are a homogeneous group it is likely that canonical
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user models are to be preferred. Whilst in domains consisting of heterogeneous users
special user models would be the preferred option. In domains where user are permanent
the system has the option to learn specific user models over time. Whereas, in domains
with non-permanent users, canonical models are most useful.

In general, systems with homogeneous and non-permanent users will use very limited
and standardised user models. Compared to systems with heterogeneous and permanent
users, where very personalised user models will be used. Systems like SNE will typically
contain permanent and heterogeneous users; one can also assume that users’ interests are
persistent. Thus, the option of learning user models exist. However, boot strapping recom-
mender systems with new items and/or new users is a well known problem even in these
types of domains. Not having sufficient information is know as the cold start problem.

The cold start problem can, to a certain degree, be mitigated by employing user models.
Yet, building these models require sufficient knowledge about the specific users. Acquir-
ing this knowledge suffers from the knowledge bottleneck problem. That is, it is time
consuming (for the user) and not necessarily easily accessible.

The work presented here uses stereotype modelling, in the tradition of Rich [Ric83], to
mitigate both the cold start and the knowledge bottleneck problem. Using stereotypes is
a quick and efficient way of building user models. A stereotype contains characteristics
about a user that fits particular stereotypes. The main advantages of using stereotypes are
that they are easy to build and quick to use (mitigating the bottleneck problem).

Stereotypes contain information about stereotypical characteristics, which are known as
facets. A facet will traditionally be represented by a value ranging from -5 to 5. Further,
each facet has a certainty assigned to it, ranging from 0 to 1000. The rating gives an
estimate on how certain the system is about the value assigned. Thus, a high facet value
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tells us that the users is very interested in the particular facets, while a high certainty rating
tells us that we are very certain of the rating.

Stereotypes are organised as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where the root node, any-

person, contains all the facets with average values, and more descriptive values for the
facets are given for the more specialist stereotypes. When a user first registers to SNE, a
series of questions are asked that will match the user to a set of stereotypes. Whenever
possible the most specific stereotype will be chosen. The sum of matched stereotypes is
know as the user synopsis. This model is fed into the recommender whenever a recom-
mendation is required, and based on the result of the recommendation the user synopsis
can be adapted over time to the user’s own idiosyncrasies.

Events are tagged with facets that correspond to the ones used in the user model. These
tags are also ordered in a DAG, or more specifically a taxonomy. Figure 2 gives an example
of the facets related to physical activity. As depicted, dancing and walking are both types
of physical activity; and Polka and Tango are both types of dances.

The specific user’s model describes, by giving a value to, the relationship between the
facets ascribed to the user and the tags available to the system. Using these values the
recommender is capable of estimate the fit between a specific user and a specific event.

2.2 Social Graph

The main purpose of the SNE system is not to be yet another event recommender, rather
to recommend not only events that are to the user’s liking but also people to attend these
events with. Thereby (hopefully) increase sociability of the elderly users. The social graph
follows much the same approach as the one by e.g. Facebook2.

The users are organised in the graph (see Figure 3 for an example) and when recommend-
ing events to a user the system can traverse the graph in several dimensions. For an exam-
ple, finding other users in user’s neighbourhood, in the graph or physically, who has similar
preferences and suggesting that these two participates in an event together. Alternatively,
suggesting users with similar preferences, but outside the user’s graph neighbourhood to
expand the user’s social network.

2.3 Recommender

Recommender systems are designed to help users cope with vast amounts of information,
and they do so by presenting only a certain subset of items that is believed to be relevant
for the user. Traditionally, these systems recommend items like books (amazon.com) or
films (movielens.com), but may just as well recommend events relevant to users.

Recommender systems are usually grouped into two categories: Content-based systems
and collaborative filtering. Content-based systems make recommendations based on a

2It could actually be preferable to use Facebook as the supplier of the graph in future incarnations
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Figure 3: Example of social graph

user preference model that combines the user’s ratings with, e.g., content information
and structured descriptions of events. On the other hand, collaborative filtering uses the
"ratings" of like-minded users to make recommendations for the user in question. Ratings
can be explicit (e.g., a number of stars given to an event), or implicit (e.g., the amount of
time attended an event that was recommended).

Over the last decade recommender systems based on collaborative filtering have enjoyed a
great deal of interest. Collaborative filtering systems are often characterised as either being
model-based or memory-based [BHK98], although hybrid systems have also been devel-
oped [PHLG00]. Roughly speaking, memory-based algorithms use the whole database of
user ratings and rely on a distance function to measure user similarity. On the other hand,
model-based algorithms learn a model for user preferences, which is subsequently used to
predict a user’s rating for a particular item that he or she has not seen before.

The work presented here approaches the idea of recommending events through a content
and model-based approach. Currently the recommender calculates the distance between a
user’s preferences and the corresponding tags. The collaborative filtering algorithm starts
by calculating the ÓPrefValueÓ for each tag, and then traverses the graph from the bottom,
since the bottom-most tags are estimated to describe the event best. The ÓPrefValueÓ of
the bottom-most tags are multiplied by a factor of 1.0, then their parents 0.5, and grand-
parents 0.25. Then all these values are added together for a combined preference value,
if there are multiple paths of tags in the graph, then the combined preference value is the
mean of these paths.
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Figure 4: Initial user interface

2.4 End-user Interface and Universal Design

When designing applications for elderly or people with disabilities, the rules of universal
design must be adhered to. Universal design is a set of concepts and ideas to use when
designing (universally) accessible solutions. The term universal design was coined by
Ronald L. Mace3. Selwyn Glodsmith pioneered the concept of free access for disabled
people [Gol97, Gol00].

In the context of computer systems, universal design is used to ensure that web-pages are
accessible and usable for all people, regardless of life situation, abilities or disabilities,
age and education. Disabilities might include impaired vision, light sensitivity, physically
being unable to handle equipment of certain kinds or learning difficulties. Since June
2011 all new IT solutions for the public in Norway has to comply with universal design
standards. The most important reference for this work in the Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines (WCAG) from W3C [CCRC08].

The implementation of SNE conforms with the main principles of WCAG:

Perceivable Information and user interface components must be presentable to users in
ways they can perceive.

Operable Information and the operations of the user interface must be understandable.

Robust The content must be robust enough to be interpreted reliably by a wide variety of
user agents and assistance tools.

The user interface on the Android device is designed and implemented following the uni-
versal design philosophy. This means that there are large buttons, large font sizes and good

3http://www.udinstitute.org/
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Figure 5: Android interface for specific event

colour contrast to improve the usability for the end users. Further, the system also has a
clean and simple layout, which the elderly users are able to handle. Figure 4 shows the
initial user interface on an Android device. The buttons lists five categories of events that
the user can choose from.

3 Testing and Results

Testing of the SNE system has been done, and indeed is being done, continuously. Testing
can be divided into two main parts: verification, the code actually works the way it is
supposed to do; and validation, the program actually fulfils the requirements. The SNE
system was designed, implemented and tested during the autumn of 2011. The process
was carried out through nine sprints following the Scrum approach.

The verification tests covered 20 different test cases relating to the components for the
content providers and end-users, as well as functionality testing of the databases. With
respect to the validation testing, the user interface and functionality was tested by two
employes at the municipality and two elderly subject.

For the municipality, the test persons were satisfied with the system and it lived up to the
requirements put on it. The system was fairly simple and easy to use, something that they
liked. They suggested some additional features like the ability to add groups of people
with companion and have a printable version of the list of participants.

The end-users appeared to have a bit more technical knowledge that what could be ex-
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pected on average. One of the users were quite happy with the system, whereas the other
one was sceptical; he thought that elderly would rather call their friends than having the
system do it for them. In general, the idea of social graphs and not having total control of
friends appeared to be a bit intimidating. The result of the graphical user interface testing
was that some of the layout should be changed. It was mostly a problem with the but-
tons name and layout, that made some choices not seem intuitive (Figure 5 shows the user
interface as it looks after the initial testing).

4 Summary and further work

This is work in progress. So far the SNE system has been implemented in a working
prototype. Functional verification of the core functionality has been carried out. Initial
validation has also been carried out on a limited number of persons. Parts of the SNE
system has been implemented in the Co-living system.

There are currently some limitations compared to the original envisioned functionality,
The social graph has rather a limited functionality. Currently the recommender does not
offer social recommendations. This is currently under implementation.

As part of the ongoing Co-living project, long term and extensive test and validation is
currently being carried out. We are currently recruiting and training end-users in the mu-
nicipality of Trondheim.
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